Graduate Student RIP

Advanced Graduate Symposium: Research in Progress, MCDB 902/903

November 1, 2019
1:00pm – 4:25pm
O.C. Marsh Lecture Hall
260 Whitney Avenue, New Haven, CT

1:00pm – 1:20pm  Danyan Li; Van Wolswinkel Lab
1:20pm – 1:40pm  Felix Radford; Isaacs Lab
1:40pm – 2:00pm  Christiane Olivero; Dimitrova Lab
2:00pm – 2:20pm  Guste Urbonaite; Acar Lab
2:20pm – 2:40pm  Renee Wasko; Horsley Lab
2:40pm – 3:00pm  BREAK
3:00pm – 3:20pm  Diane Yu; Breaker Lab
3:20pm – 3:40pm  Daniel Tarte; Gendron Lab
3:40pm – 4:00pm  Emma Corcoran; Jacob Lab

FLASH TALKS

4:00pm – 4:05pm  Aparaajita Balaji; Breaker Lab
4:05pm – 4:10pm  Jake Carrasquillo Rodriguez; Bahmanyar Lab
4:10pm – 4:15pm  Elizabeth Caves; Horsley Lab
4:15pm – 4:20pm  Peter Ciaccia; Isaacs Labs
4:20pm – 4:25pm  Shane Elliot; Breslow Lab